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(a) For any three vectors q, b., g.,prove t\at l
t a^ (0 n e) : (q'a) b- @'b)''{

Let the vector r be given by the equation Ar*rAa - b, where a,b are constant vectors

and ) is a non-zerr, scalar. Show that n satisfies the equation

(b)

)2(r n s) + (q.Uq- \lql', + )(q 
^ 

L) : 0'

Hence find r in terms of a,f; and '\' I

(c) Find the vector r and the scalar .\ which satisfy the equations

b+ ),a, a'n :2,

+k.

0, Atr:

b:2v- jwhere a: ?.+ 2J,- k and



2. Define the terms d'iuergence and curl of a vector field F.

(a) Let F : F(r,y,z) be a vector function and $: d(r,y,z) be a scalar function.

Prove that

div(/F) : SdivF * grad/ . F.

Hence show that

div(r"r) : (n -t 3) ,".

(b) Define the term soleno,id,al, uector.

Show that the vector

A: (r + Ja)t+ (a _ Jz)j + (r _ zz)fo

is solenoidal.

(c) Define the term i,rcotati,onal uector. 
,-/

Determine the constants a, b and c so that the vector

F : (r .t 2y * az)i+ (b, - Ja - ,)i+ @r +^cy + 2z)fu

is irrotational.
1

3. State Nhe Stokes' theorem. ' . , l
(a) Verify the f,okes'theorem for a vecto r A: (2, - il g-_ yzz J-_ A2z k, where I

the upper half surface of the sphere 12 + y2 * z2 :1 and C is its boundary.

ff
(b) Evaluat" I I SdV, where Q : 45r2y and I/ is the closeci region bounded by the pL

J Jv
4r-f2y*z:8, tr:0, U:0, z:0.

4. A particle of mass ?r, rests on a smooth horizontal table attache"d through a fixed poinl

the table by a light elastic string of modules mg and unstretchdd length 'a'. Initially

string is just taut and the particle is projected along the table in a direction perpendicr

to the line of the string with veloc n, ,lT Prove that if r is the distance of the pal

from the fixed point at time t then

d,2r- :4go' _ g(r - a)

dt2 3r3 a



Prove also that the string will extend until its length is 2a and that the velocity of the

particle is then half of its initial velocity.

5. A particle moves in a plane with the velocity o and the tangent to the path of the particle

makes an angle ,r/ with a fixed line in the plane. Prove that the components of acceleration

of the particle along the tangent and perpendicular to it are fi u a ,ff ,""O"ctively.

A body attached to a parachute is released from an aeroplane which is moving horizon-

tally'with velocity u6. The parachute exerts'a drag opposing motion which is k times the

weight of the body , where k is a constant. Neglecting the air resistance to the motion of

the.body, prove that if ,u is the velocity of the body when its path is inclined an angle t/ to

the horizontal, then

", _ UOSeCt!
"-(t.c$+tanrlt)k 

-. t

ave a verti.alt.o*po'nent of velocity greater than f .
,2

*,

State the angular momentum principle for motion of a particle.

1
A right circular cone with a semi vertical angle a is fixed with'fts axis verticai and ver-

IE

tex dowru#brds. A particle of mass rn is held at the point A on the smooth inner surface of

the cone at a distance 'a' from the axis of revolution. The particle is projected perpendic-

ular to OA with velocity 'u', where O is the vertex of the cone. Show that the particle rises

above the level ofA if u2 > agcota and greatest reaction between the particle and the

surface is

,6.
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